OXICAT - Oxygen Sensor & Catalytic Converter Cleaner

**Product Description:**

With an innovative new decarbonizing technology OXICAT cleans the entire exhaust system, dissolving soot and carbon deposits throughout. Used regularly, OXICAT is ideal to help prevent the buildup of noxious residue that can cause a vehicle to fail required emissions tests.

OXICAT is safe to use in petrol (gasoline), diesel and even hybrid-fuel vehicles. It is specifically engineered to exceed the most recent environmental standards – protecting both your vehicle and the environment.

**Directions for Use:**

*Once every 4 months*, add one can to your fuel tank before filling up.

1. Begin with a near-empty fuel tank.
2. Open the cap on the fuel tank and pour OXICAT directly into the tank.
3. Add 12-15 gallons of fuel and feel good driving a cleaner, greener vehicle.

**Technical Specifications:**

- **Application Fields:** For exhaust systems in all gas/diesel/hybrid engines.
- **Reaction Time:** Works during operation
- **Consumption:** 250ml is added to 12-15gallons (50-60 liters) of fuel
- **Quantity:** 250 ml
- **Part Number:** 43243